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Cast Bios 
 

CANDACE CAMERON BURE (Darcy) – Bure lights up the entertainment industry as a role 
model to women of all ages, reaching millions of fans.  She is an award-winning actress and 
producer, New York Times Best-Selling Author, wife and proud mother of three.   
 
Viewers watched Bure grow up as D.J. Tanner in the beloved television series “Full House” and 
today has reprised her iconic role on the original Netflix hit series, “Fuller House.”  She has 
remained a staple in the homes and hearts of families across the country after her successful 
and Emmy-Nominated tenure as a host on the TV show “The View” as well in her record-
breaking and ongoing series of Christmas & mystery movies on Hallmark Channel. 
 
Bure is an accomplished businesswoman boasting an array of successful entrepreneurial 
endeavors such as Candy Rock Entertainment and prominent partnerships with Walmart, 
DaySpring, StarKist, CookCraft, Dr. Lancer Skincare and more.  Bure has successfully authored 
six inspirational books including the children’s stories, Candace Center Stage and Grow, 
Candace, Grow.  She uses her many gifts in communication as a philanthropist.  She is 
passionate about non-profits Compassion International, Skip1.org and many more.  She 
continues to build a strong, ambitious and kind community wherever she goes. 
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WARREN CHRISTIE (Glen) – Warren Christie was born in Belfast, Northern Ireland.  He 
immigrated to Canada with his family at a young age, and now divides his time between 
Canada and the United States. 
 
Christie is known for his starring role in the Weinstein film, Apollo 18, as well as lead roles in 
several television series including “October Road” and “Happy Town,” both for ABC.  Following 
those series, he to a leading role in the series “Alphas” opposite David Straithairn. 
 
Most recently, Christie was a series lead in NBC’s “The Village” and USA Network’s 
“Eyewitness,” followed by large guest arcs on “The Catch” (ABC) and “The Resident” (FOX).  He 
starred opposite Academy Award Winner Catherine Zeta Jones in “Cocaine Godmother.”  Most 
recently, Christie appeared in the QUIBI series “50 States of Fright” and as a recurring guest 
star on The CW’s “Batwoman” as Bruce Wayne.  
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